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Recent Central Aero Projects at Hamilton
CENTRAL Aero Engineering’s brand is
built on caring for pilots and their aircraft
whether they be hard working machines, or
those which are just dusted off occasionally.
This approach, and a reputation for
friendly and efficient maintenance across
a wide range of capabilities, ensures a
diverse mix of work through the hangar
doors including a lot of special projects.
Managing Director Paul
Waterhouse says that a
variety of such projects
have recently been
completed, including
substantial tasks in
each of the fabric,
composites, and engine
maintenance disciplines.
Fabric work

Some upholstery repairs and re-carpeting
while in the hangar completed the job.
Composite work

Central Aero are also qualified to care
for composite aircraft. One such aircraft
in their maintenance stable is the amateur
built Arion Lightning, ZK-TDT. This
came to the hangar after a mishap which

Piako Gliding Club’s
Piper PA-25 Pawnee
was recently damaged
in a landing accident
at Matamata after an
undercarriage shock
Above: Central Aero Engineering hangar with
absorber failed. Repair
Piper PA-22 PAT after it’s recent refurbishment
project. At right, a wide range of loan
work involved replacing the
electrical components are available.
spar in one wing as well as
other internal repairs. A number of hard
tore off the nose leg,
to find parts needed to be sourced and the
bent the undercarriage
opportunity was also taken to complete
and incurred a prop
some NDT work on the wing attachments.
strike. Aside from the
As well, one undercarriage leg was replaced
obvious parts replacements and engine
due to damage incurred. Paul says they
strip, repairs involved cowl modifications
spent a lot of effort “getting it right” and
and fitting new engine mount frames. The
were delighted when the aircraft flew dead
opportunity was also taken to convert all
true on its first flight with no adjustments
external brake lines to rigid and to increase
necessary. He was in fact already well
the size of the rudder trim tab – which
acquainted with the aircraft, having spent
became a substantial job due to the design
some 350 hours in it towing gliders himself.
of the rudder. Most significant though,
The Pawnee job came by way of the
was the fitment of winglets from a factory
Club’s insurance company thanks in part
supplied kit. This involved a re-fabrication
to Central Aero’s reputation for previous
of the wingtips and a significant gain in
fabric jobs, and the Club has been very
wingspan in the process.
pleased with the result obtained.
Another recent fabric job was on Piper
Engine modifications
PA-22 ZK-PAT, also coming to the hangar
Another recent job with a difference
via word of mouth. This aircraft was
came by way of Airtourer ZK-DNF
brought in with a list of ‘wear and tear’
which was re-engined from T3 (130HP
defects for attention, the most notable
Rolls Royce O-240) to T4 specification
being a broken cabin entry step. The
(Lycoming O-320). This work required
structure for this is inside the fuselage and
extensive modifications to the aircraft,
the job necessitated removal of a large
different instrumentation, prop, spinner,
amount of fabric around the cabin door
exhaust system, an alternator rather than
and belly, before making weld repairs
generator, cowl mods and more. A further
to the step structure. A tidy-up was also
significant undertaking was the relocation
completed of fabric across the rest of the
of the battery to the aft fuselage and an
aircraft to help lengthen its service life.
associated electrical system revamp.
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General Maintenance

Central Aero also undertake plenty of
routine maintenance for a variety of aircraft
and owners. In Paul’s words, “We’re here to
provide a service and make aeroplanes fly,
hassle free.”
Aside from light aeroplane maintenance,
helicopter work has become another
speciality with the company having
experience from R22
to AS350 and EC120
types. A second R44
overhaul is currently
also scheduled. Paul says
they often also act as a
maintenance advisory
service for helicopter
operators – the day after
KiwiFlyer visited he
was off to assist on an
AS350 helicopter job at
New Plymouth.
They have also
recently become more
involved in glider
maintenance, with a
growing base of clients
on the books.
Worth mentioning
too, is a digital prop
balancing service and
with a brand new set
of electronic scales inhouse, a certified aircraft weighing service.
Electrical Maintenance

Under the stewardship of Martin Ross,
Central Aero Electrical have also been
undertaking some recent project work,
alongside the normal mix of maintenance
tasks. Martin has a new carbon brush for
Cresco starter/generators that will soon
be approved. Martin says this should offer
500 hours with no wear, compared to
the manufacturer’s long life brush which
sometimes only reaches 300 hours.
Other Central Aero Electrical specialties
include the refurbishment of helicopter
generator control units (with manufacturer’s
support from the USA) and BTH magneto
overhaul (a job that is difficult and time
consuming, but reasonably priced).
More Information

Paul says if you’re thinking maintenance,
then think Central Aero. He can be
contacted on 021 743 033,
email: paul@centralaero.co..nz or visit
www.centralaero.co.nz

What would you like to see in KiwiFlyer? Or would you like to contribute yourself? Contact us today with your ideas.
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